
Opportunities 

Collaboration with land managers, restoration practitioners, w/ many partners to spread the burden w/ 

partners working toward same goals. Carbon Coalition, new working group, bundle projects,  

Market-based approaches 

Bankers and insurance may not providing 30 yr mortgages – economic drivers for insurance, 

banking and loans – look at buffer and coastal areas to put into conservation easements, etc. to 

allow for migration. May happen quicker through economic drivers more than anything else.  

Sea level rise implications: Don’t look at SLR in 100 years, look at it w/in 10 years – changing 

more frequently, more recently. Look at slope starting at different time periods to visualize 

acceleration.  

 Co-benefits of ecosystem services 

Stormwater permitting  

Local governments may be more of a resource and advocate than federal. 

Land acquisition for the future is very important for future planning.  

Scaling and discounting for future impacts over time. A bank today for loss of services in the 

future. (Ed) 

Constraints 

Communication about blue carbon economic and ecological value – we have not been talking about it 

much. (been talking about N pollution for 30+ years). How do we incorporate this into existing 

management plans and communication strategies about how important? 

Need a bigger body of evidence. Scientists will have to be comfortable w/ uncertainty of data and 

results. To get actual value requires more time and money. 

Less data for mangrove systems compared to marshes that are modeled pretty well. (links between 

health of mangroves and sequestration rates)  

Fatal gaps that we don’t yet know to move blue carbon forward w/in our metric system in Tampa? Gaps 

in understanding? Habitat shifts and SLR oversimplified. Don’t understand dynamics fully over time. 

What might occur during the transition is unknown.  

Restoring balance – major point in habitat plan 

Limiting factor – limited habitat available to allow the transition. Running out of land to purchase. Are 

there mechanisms to purchase other lands (upland) to continue program “for trade” mechanism. What 

are the options in light of the transition that will need to be made over a long scale to provide coastal 

resiliency, ecosystem services, to take advantage of opportunities. Purchasing upland areas because 

coastal areas limited. Incentives to build inland. Valuation of inland habitat is less expensive than coastal 

habitat. How can this be reversed to incent inland growth vs. coastal development/growth. 



Gap – we don’t have policy instruments (like habitat restoration plan) that supports this kind of activity. 

How might it get implemented for different purposes in different regions. Land acquisition hardships an 

issue. Now focused on high quality habitat, may need to shift toward buying areas that are marked for 

redevelopment.  

Questions/Notes: 

Q: Where do tidal freshwater marshes fit it? A: On the emissions side - Brackish/fresh – more variability 

in methane. Baseline is critically important  

Q: Grouping projects – spatial variability can be high – does the verification include soil sampling. Where 

are the efficiencies for lumping projects? A: not always known for grouped projects. Option to use 

default value for C sequestration. Restoration = fixed amt/year. Manual provides more detail about 

thinking about stratification. Use conservative default value in methodology.  

Q: Is there a service area for carbon credits? A: Mitigation impacts a specific geographic location/same 

watershed. Offsets generated anywhere in the world can be purchased through voluntary market. It’s 

often more about identifying your potential buyers and their connections to that space.  CA market will 

accept projects outside CA although markets tend to focus on their local geographic region.  

 


